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Aware it was on course to miss the 2020 target, the government approved a climate package last December to put it back on track. This included plans to force coal operators to slash their emissions by at least 22 million tonnes by 2020, equivalent to shutting about eight coal plants.
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Thousands have fled their homes in recent days because of the fighting and some 650,000 civilians are without access to aid in Upper Nile State and neighbouring Unity State, according the U.N. Humanitarian Coordinator for South Sudan.
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The United Nations said 25,000 people fled the city after the Islamic State attack, heading east to Baghdad. Many were believed to be running from the black-clad fighters of the militia for the second time - about 130,000 left in April.

Bergen won for "Beyond the Books," a website that lets people work together to create online courses and study guides, in a "Wikipedia of education." People would pay to advertise, or pay a monthly fee to have ads removed.
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Bush issued a statement in January in which he said: "I hope that we can show respect for the good people on all sides of the gay and lesbian marriage issue — including couples making lifetime commitments to each other who are seeking greater legal protections and those of us who believe marriage is a sacrament and want to safeguard religious liberty."
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At least initially, the Shi’ite militias appear to have some backing from Sunni leaders on Anbar’s provincial council. Still, the presence of militias loyal to Iran could further complicate efforts to retake Ramadi, as the U.S. refused to use air power in Tikrit until those units were ordered back from the front.
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Such meeting is expected to bear great fruit because the 1975 Asilomar Conference convened by NAS in gene-splicing led to the establishment of pharmaceutical companies like Genentech among others — leading to revolutions in drug production.